Women's +67kg

In case of a tie the following tiebreakers will be used:
1. Head-to-Head Tie Breaker - total the number of wins between the tied athletes
2. If there is still a tie, total number of points scored between the athletes that are tied. The athlete that scored the most points will be determined the winner.
Men's -80kg

1. Carl Nickolas - CO
2. Joshua Liu - CO
3. William Findley - PA
4. Lorenzo Ezekiel Buenaventura - TX
5. Aiden Bevel - CA
6. Ranger Garrison - OR
7. Jordan Relford - NE
8. William Smith - CA
9. Nathan Brown - TX
Men's +80kg

1. Jonathan Healy - CO
   - Siawash Kawos - CA 55
   - Zeph Putnam - NC 56
   - Taylor Gazzano - IA 56
   - Niklas Poland - CO 57
   - Logan Thompson - TN 57
   - Michael Rodriguez - TX 58
   - Emilio Flores - CO 58

   61

   65